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We have isolated a novel class of gain-of-function mutations at the Bearded (Brd) locus which speci®cally affect the
development of adult sensory organs in Drosophila. These Brd alleles cause bristle multiplication and bristle loss pheno-
types resembling those described for the neurogenic genes Notch (N) and Delta (Dl). We have found that supernumerary
sensory organ precursor (SOP) cells develop in the proneural clusters of Brd mutant imaginal discs; like normal SOPs,
these are dependent on the function of the proneural genes achaete and scute, and express elevated levels of ac protein.
At cuticular positions exhibiting the Brd bristle loss phenotype, we have found that the progeny of the multiplied SOPs
develop aberrantly, in that neurons and thecogen (sheath) cells appear but not trichogen (shaft) and tormogen (socket) cells.
This appears to represent a transformation of the pIIa secondary precursor cell within the SOP lineage to a pIIb secondary
precursor cell fate. These results suggest that Brd gain-of-function alleles interfere with Notch pathway-dependent cell±cell
interactions at two distinct stages of adult sensory organ development. We have also identi®ed enhancers and suppressors of
the Brd dominant phenotypes; these include both previously characterized mutations and alleles of apparently novel loci.
Finally, we have found that Brd null mutants are viable and exhibit no mutant phenotypes, suggesting that Brd may be a
component of an overlapping function. q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION cells (thecogen, trichogen, and tormogen) that produce the
stimulus-receiving apparatus of the organ (dendritic cap,
shaft, and socket, respectively). The development of theseThe adult peripheral nervous system (PNS) of Drosophila
mechanoreceptors takes place during the late larval andhas proven to be a particularly favorable setting in which
early pupal stages within the imaginal discs and histoblastto investigate the cellular and molecular mechanisms un-
nests, commencing with the spatially restricted expressionderlying postembryonic pattern formation and cell fate
of two proneural genes, achaete (ac) and scute (sc), whichspeci®cation. In particular, studies of adult sensory organ
encode basic-helix-loop-helix (bHLH) transcriptional acti-development have led to signi®cant advances in our under-
vators (Alonso and Cabrera, 1988; Cabrera and Alonso,standing of both cell±cell interaction and transcriptional
1991; Van Doren et al., 1992). The territories of ac and scregulation as modes of cell fate control.
activity de®ne proneural clusters of potential sensory organThe adult PNS consists primarily of a diverse collection
precursor (SOP) cells (Cubas et al., 1991; Skeath and Carroll,of external sensory organs that are distributed over the cu-
1991). Then, inhibitory cell±cell interactions within theticular surface in a stereotyped pattern. Each organ is com-
proneural clusters, mediated by the neurogenic class ofposed of a small number of neuronal and nonneuronal cells.
genes, result in a single cell in each cluster committingFor example, external mechanoreceptors, found in large
stably to the SOP fate, while the remaining (inhibited) cellsnumbers on the head, thorax, legs, and abdomen of the ¯y,
adopt the ordinary epidermal fate (Dietrich and Campos-include a single bipolar sensory neuron and three accessory
Ortega, 1984; Hartenstein and Posakony, 1990; Parks and
Muskavitch, 1993; Schweisguth and Posakony, 1992, 1994;
Tata and Hartley, 1995).1 Present address: Department of Molecular and Cell Biology,
Following its stable determination, the SOP (or pI cell)University of California, Berkeley, Berkeley, California 94720.
2 To whom correspondence should be addressed. divides to give rise to the pIIa and pIIb secondary precursor
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TABLE 1cells; pIIa divides ®rst to yield the trichogen (shaft) and
Alleles of Bearded (Brd)tormogen (socket) cells, while pIIb divides later to give rise
to the sensory neuron and the thecogen (sheath) cell
Allele Origin Het. phenotype Cytology(Hartenstein and Posakony, 1989). The mechanosensory
bristle lineage thus consists of three asymmetric cell divi- Brd1 Spontaneous See text
sions in which the daughter cells adopt one of two alterna- Brd2 g-ray Brd1; eye defects In(3L)71A1-2; 71F
tive fates. Neurogenic gene function plays an essential role Brd3 P element See text In(3L)70D-E; 71A1-2
Brd4 g-ray !Brd1 In(3L)71A1-2; 80-81at this stage of sensory organ development as well: Loss-of-
Brd5 g-ray Brd1 In(3L)71A1-2; 80-81function mutations in these genes cause both daughter cells
Brd6 g-ray Brd1 In(3L)71A1-2; 80-81of a given division to express the same fate; complete lack
Brd1rv1 EMS Wild typeof neurogenic gene activity in the lineage results in all four
Brd1rv2 EMS Wild typeprogeny cells of the SOP differentiating as neurons
Brd1rv3 EMS Wild type(Hartenstein and Posakony, 1990; Parks and Muskavitch,
Brd2rv1 EMS !Brd2
1993; Posakony, 1994; Schweisguth, 1995; Tata and Hart- Brd3rv1 EMS Wild type
ley, 1995). Brd3rv2 EMS Brd1
The protein products of several neurogenic genes are BrdP1 P element Brd1
known to function in a cell±cell signaling and signal trans- BrdPI1 D2-3 Brd1
BrdPI2 D2-3 Brd1duction system known as the Notch (N) pathway. By both
BrdPI3 D2-3 Brd1genetic and biochemical criteria, the transmembrane pro-
BrdPrv1 D2-3 Wild typetein encoded by Delta (Dl) acts as a ligand for the transmem-
BrdPrv2 D2-3 Wild typebrane receptor encoded by N (Fehon et al., 1990; Heitzler
BrdPrv3 D2-3 Wild typeand Simpson, 1991; Struhl et al., 1993). Interaction of Dl
with N at the cell surface results in activation of Suppressor Note. All alleles were derived by mutagenesis of the Brd1 chromo-
of Hairless [Su(H)], a sequence-speci®c DNA-binding pro- some, except Brd2rv1 (derived from Brd2); Brd3rv1 and Brd3rv2 (derived
tein, via a direct protein±protein interaction with the intra- from Brd3); and the BrdPI and BrdPrv alleles (derived from BrdP1 by
exposure to transposase from the D2-3 chromosome). Cytology iscellular domain of the N receptor (Fortini and Artavanis-
normal where none is indicated.Tsakonas, 1994; Jarriault et al., 1995; Tamura et al., 1995).
Activated Su(H) then directly elevates the transcriptional
activity of the genes of the Enhancer of split Complex
[E(spl)-C] (Bailey and Posakony, 1995; Furukawa et al., 1995;
types closely resembling those conferred by loss-of-functionLecourtois and Schweisguth, 1995), which includes seven
mutations in the neurogenic genes. We demonstrate heretranscription units that encode bHLH repressor proteins, as
that these phenotypes result from the overrepresentation ofwell as E(spl)m4, which encodes a small protein of un-
cell fates normally restricted by inhibitory cell±cell interac-known function (Delidakis and Artavanis-Tsakonas, 1992;
tions mediated by the N pathway. In contrast to the strongKlaÈmbt et al., 1989; Knust et al., 1992). The activity of the N
effects of Brd gain-of-function alleles, we ®nd that Brd nullpathway is negatively regulated by the Hairless (H) protein
mutations are homozygous viable and exhibit no external(Bang et al., 1995; Lyman and Yedvobnick, 1995; Schweis-
mutant phenotypes. Finally, we have utilized Brd gain-of-guth and Posakony, 1994; VaÈssin et al., 1985), which binds
function alleles as a sensitized genetic background to isolatedirectly to Su(H) and interferes with its DNA-binding and
novel mutations affecting sensory organ development.transcriptional activation functions (Bailey and Posakony,
1995; Brou et al., 1994; Furukawa et al., 1995). H activity
permits bidirectional cell±cell signaling via N to have an
MATERIALS AND METHODSasymmetric effect on cell fate (Bang et al., 1995; Bang and
Posakony, 1992; Posakony, 1994).
Fly StrainsAlthough many of the neurogenic genes are known to
encode integral members of the N signaling pathway, it Flies were maintained on standard yeast±cornmeal±molasses±
agar medium. Mutant alleles of Brd described in this study areremains unclear how the products of other neurogenic
listed in Table 1 and in Lindsley and Zimm (1992). The neuIP-1genes, including mastermind (mam) (Smoller et al., 1990)
mutation was isolated in a g-ray mutagenesis and identi®ed as aand neuralized (neu) (Price et al., 1993), function in the cell
neu allele on the basis of its failure to complement the neu loss-fate decisions controlled by this pathway. In addition, it is
of-function alleles neu9L119 (neu1 ) and neuIF65 (neu11 ), the stronglikely that other genes with important regulatory roles in
neurogenic phenotype of homozygous neuIP-1 embryos, and thethe same developmental decisions remain to be identi®ed.
rough mapping of this mutation to a position just distal to pink
We have isolated a class of gain-of-function mutations in on chromosome 3R. The DlCS mutation was recovered in an EMS
the previously uncharacterized Bearded (Brd) locus which mutagenesis by Chung Wha Shim and identi®ed as an allele of
affect both the determination of adult SOPs and the speci®- Dl by M. Muskavitch and colleagues (personal communication).
cation of SOP progeny cell fates. Speci®cally, these muta- Mutant alleles of other loci are described in Lindsley and Zimm
(1992).tions generate bristle multiplication and bristle loss pheno-
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Df(3R)Dl-X43 and Dl9P39 (Dl9P ) were kindly provided by M. b-Galactosidase Activity Staining
Muskavitch; the Engels 2 P-element mutagenesis stock by W. Eng-
Histochemical staining to detect b-galactosidase activity wasels; the m11 allele of zw3/sgg by N. Perrimon; Su(H)SF8 [Su(H)8 ]
carried out as described by Romani et al. (1989).and Su(H)IB115 by J. Roote and M. Ashburner; the A101 enhancer
trap line (Bellen et al., 1989) by H. Bellen [this is a loss-of-function
allele of neu (Boulianne et al., 1991; Price et al., 1993)]; scaBP2 and
Immunohistochemistrythe sca enhancer trap line A2-6 (Baker et al., 1990; Mlodzik et al.,
1990) by G. Rubin; and the A1-2-29 enhancer trap line (Bier et al., Antibody reagents were kindly provided by the following investi-
1989) by Y. N. Jan. All other stocks, including mamIB99 (mam2) and gators: monoclonal antibodies 22C10 and 21A6 (Zipursky et al.,
bibID05 (bib1), were obtained from the Bloomington stock center. 1984) by S. Benzer; the anti-ac monoclonal antibody 990EF1 (Skeath
and Carroll, 1991) by J. Skeath and S. Carroll; the anti-BarH1 poly-
clonal serum S12 (Higashijima et al., 1992) by S. Higashijima.
Mutagenesis Screens Immunohistochemistry was carried out as described by
Hartenstein and Posakony (1989).For ethylmethane sulfonate (EMS) mutagenesis screens, 3- to 5-
day old males were placed overnight in glass bottles containing
Kimwipes saturated with a solution of 0.3 M sucrose and 40 mM
Identi®cation of Brd3 Homozygous PupaeEMS. Mutagenized males were mated to similarly aged females the
following day, removed from the bottles after 3 days, and discarded. The Brd3 chromosome was maintained in trans to the balancer
For the g-ray mutagenesis, males were exposed to 4000 rad and chromosome TM6B, Hu e Tb ca. Brd3 homozygous pupae were
treated subsequently as in the EMS experiments. The Birmingham; selected for developmental analyses by their Tb/ phenotype.
D2-3 chromosome system (Robertson et al., 1988) was used for the
P-element mutagenesis.
The mutagenesis screens carried out in connection with these Generation of Excision Derivatives of BrdP1
studies are summarized below. The number of ¯ies screened is
The BrdP1 chromosome was exposed to P transposase activity bygiven in parentheses; the genotype of the mutagenized male parent
crossing to the Engels 2 stock (Robertson et al., 1988) containingis listed ®rst:
the D2-3 Sb chromosome. Dysgenic BrdP1/D2-3 Sb ¯ies were then
crossed to the third chromosome double balancer stock TM2/g-ray (69,000): Brd1 pp 1 TM2, pp Ubx130 es/TM3, pp e Ser
TM6B, and progeny ¯ies exhibiting altered Brd phenotypes were
EMS (27,000): Brd1 pp 1 TM2, pp Ubx130 es/TM3, pp e Ser recovered.
EMS (19,700): Brd3 pp 1 DlCS/TM6B, Hu e Tb ca
P element (17,100): Birm/CyO; Brd1 pp/Sb D2-3 1 TM2/TM6B. RESULTS
Dominant Gain-of-Function Mutations of Bearded
Cytological Analysis of Polytene Chromosomes
The original Bearded mutation, Brd1, arose spontane-
Polytene chromosome cytology was performed essentially as de-
ously under P dysgenic conditions. Through a variety ofscribed by Ashburner (1989).
mutagenic procedures, additional gain-of-function alleles
and Brd null mutations have been derived from the Brd1
Recombination Mapping chromosome (Table 1; Materials and Methods). Many of
these derivative mutations are associated with rearrange-Brd1 was mapped meiotically just distal to th on the left arm of
ments of the Brd1 chromosome as determined by cytologicalthe third chromosome using the multiply marked rucuca chromo-
and molecular analyses (Table 1; our unpublished results).some and further mapped relative to the dominant mutation Gl,
The breakpoints of these rearrangements map the Brd locusyielding a position of 3-42. Since the dominant bristle multiplica-
to cytological position 71A1-2 on the left arm of the thirdtion phenotype of Dns heterozygotes is sometimes dif®cult to
score, this mutation was mapped by its ability to enhance Brd1 chromosome.
using the multiply marked second chromosome al dp b pr cv px Brd1 heterozygotes exhibit a dominant and fully pene-
sp. Dns/al dp b pr cv px sp females were crossed to al dp b pr cv trant bristle multiplication phenotype which will be de-
px sp/ CyO; Brd pp males and the recombinant classes were scored scribed in detail below. This effect is not mimicked by het-
for the Dns-enhanced Brd phenotype. This analysis mapped Dns to erozygosity for de®ciencies of the Brd region, demonstra-
the al-dp interval on the left arm of the second chromosome. Since
ting that Brd is not a haplo-insuf®cient locus and thus that10/11 recombination events in the al±dp interval generated al Dns
Brd1 is not a simple loss-of-function mutation. Brd1/Df(Brd)chromosomes, it appears that Dns is quite closely linked to dp.
¯ies are indistinguishable from Brd1 heterozygotes, whileThe E(Brd)M10 mutation was mapped in a similar fashion, using
Brd1 homozygotes (which are fully viable and fertile) displayrucuca, to the th±cu interval (44.0±50.0) on the third chromosome.
a more severe phenotype. These results are inconsistent
with a simple antimorphic condition of the gene (in which
Scanning Electron Microscopy the dominant allele not only lacks Brd/ function but also
interferes with the Brd/ activity provided by wild-type al-Procedures for scanning electron microscopy were as described
previously (Bang et al., 1991). leles) and instead suggest that Brd1 is either a hypermorphic
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or a neomorphic allele. If it is a hypermorph, the following sites normally occupied by single macrochaetes (Figs. 1A,
1B, 1G, and 1H), and regions of increased bristle densityobservations suggest that this allele must represent a more
than threefold increase in Brd/ activity: Flies carrying a appear within regularly spaced arrays of sensilla such as the
chemosensory bristles of the dorsal triple row of the anteriorduplication of the Brd locus, and thus possessing three doses
of Brd/, are wild type and not Brd in phenotype; in addition, wing margin [normal sensory organ patterns are described
in Bryant (1978) and in Hartenstein and Posakony (1989)].the reduction of Brd activity by one dose in Brd1/Df(Brd)
transheterozygotes does not eliminate the Brd1 phenotype, The most strongly affected sensilla include the mechano-
sensory macrochaetes of the head and notum (Figs. 1A, 1B,as would be expected if Brd1 were equivalent to three doses
of Brd/ activity. Though our genetic data cannot distinguish 1G, and 1H); the mechanosensory campaniform and tri-
choid sensilla of the legs, wings, and genital regions (Figs.between a hypermorphic and a neomorphic state of the
gene, our molecular studies (M. W. Leviten and J. W. Posa- 1C and 1D); the pedicellar sensilla of the haltere (Figs. 1E
and 1F); and the chemosensory basiconic and coeloconickony in preparation) reveal that there is a dramatic increase
in the steady-state level of Brd transcript in the Brd1 mu- organs of the antenna (not shown). Sensilla of a given class
(e.g., notum macrochaetes) are not affected equally, andtant, while the predicted Brd1 protein product is unchanged
from wild type and the spatial distribution of Brd transcript there is considerable ¯y-to-¯y variation in the degree of
multiplication at a given site. In addition, the ordered arraysin wild type and Brd1 mutants is the same. This information
most strongly supports the interpretation that Brd1 is a of thoracic and abdominal microchaetes and the interom-
matidial bristles of the eye are essentially unaffected (datastrong hypermorphic allele and diminishes the likelihood
of a neomorphic or antimorphic condition of the gene in not shown).
Brd1 homozygotes exhibit nearly a 2-fold increase in thethis mutant.
The Brd3 allele, which exhibits dominant microchaete amount of bristle multiplication compared to Brd1 hetero-
zygotes (Table 2). In general, any site which is affected inand macrochaete multiplication and signi®cant bristle loss
(see below), was isolated during a P-element mutagenesis heterozygotes is multiplied more severely in homozygotes,
and positions rarely affected in heterozygotes are frequentlyof the Brd1 chromosome and is associated with the inver-
sion In(3L)70D-E; 71A1-2. This rearrangement has one multiplied in homozygotes (e.g., scutellar macrochaetes).
On average, there is a 3.5-fold increase in the total numberbreakpoint at the Brd locus and the other apparently adja-
cent to the frizzled (fz) locus, as Brd3 homozygotes exhibit of notum macrochaetes in Brd1 homozygotes, with occa-
sionally as many as 10 bristles present at the anterior no-the recessive eye roughening, bristle polarity, and tarsal fu-
sion defects characteristic of strong fz alleles. Brdrv4, iso- topleural and presutural positions, and rarely more than
3 at either supra-alar position. As with heterozygotes, thelated following EMS mutagenesis of the Brd3 chromosome,
includes the Brd3 inversion and accompanying fz mutation interommatidial bristles and microchaetes are largely unaf-
fected, though there does appear to be a mild increase inbut displays none of the dominant Brd phenotypes of the
parental chromosome. Molecular analysis reveals that the both notum and abdominal microchaete density.
The Brd3 allele is distinguished by its dramatic dominantBrdrv4 allele is associated with a point mutation creating a
stop codon in the middle of the Brd protein coding region effects on microchaete patterning (Fig. 1I). Heterozygotes
exhibit extensive multiplication of notum microchaetes in(M. W. Leviten and J. W. Posakony in preparation). These
observations suggest that all of the Brd3 bristle multiplica- addition to a general increase in the severity of the bristle
phenotypes associated with the parental Brd1 chromosometion and loss phenotypes are dependent on Brd function. In
addition, there appears to be no signi®cant contribution to (Table 2). Interspersed on the notum are discrete tufts of
multiplied bristles (2±4/site) and sites of increased micro-these phenotypes by the fz allele of this chromosome as
Brd3 /Brdrv4 transheterozygotes, which are homozygous for chaete density where single bristles are separated by only
1±3 epidermal cells in contrast to the 4- to 5-cell separationthis fz allele, do not produce any of the more severe bristle
patterning defects of Brd3 homozygotes. Currently, the sim- of wild-type microchaetes (Figs. 1G and 1I). The most ante-
rior and lateral portions of the notum are extremely dense,plest hypothesis is that the Brd3 phenotypes result only
from the combination of the Brd1 lesion and cis-regulatory with large zones of nearly contiguous bristles, and the ante-
rior±posterior rows directly adjacent to the notum midlineeffects exerted on the Brd gene as a result of the Brd3 rear-
rangement. are also more heavily multiplied, with numerous clusters of
10±15 bristles. Overall there is an approximately threefold
increase in the number of microchaetes. Microchaetes of
Brd Gain-of-Function Mutations Cause the head (see Fig. 6B), legs, and abdomen are also increased
Multiplication of Adult Sensory Organs in number, as are the chemosensory sensilla of the anterior
wing margin. On the leg and abdomen of Brd3 heterozy-Brd1 heterozygotes and homozygotes exhibit a strong bris-
tle multiplication phenotype that resembles that caused by gotes, this effect is manifested as a strong increase in micro-
chaete density with little tufting, while Brd3 homozygotesloss-of-function mutations in neurogenic loci such as N
(Hartenstein and Posakony, 1990; Shellenbarger and display a high frequency of bristle tufts in addition to re-
gions of increased density. This progression from increasedMohler, 1978) and Dl (Dietrich and Campos-Ortega, 1984;
Parks and Muskavitch, 1993). Tufts of bristles develop at density, to tufting, to broad regions of contiguous bristles
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FIG. 1. Gain-of-function alleles of Brd confer a sensory organ multiplication phenotype. Scanning electron micrographs of adult sensory
organs of wild-type (Canton S) and Brd mutant ¯ies. (A) The three orbital macrochaetes on the dorsal surface of the wild-type head each
occupy a characteristic position and exhibit a distinct polarity. (B) In Brd1 homozygotes, these bristles are each multiplied, yielding a
nearly continuous zone of sensilla. (C) The vaginal plate region of wild-type females bears three classes of sensory organ arranged in a
reproducible pattern: a row of stout thorn bristles, three or four trichoid sensilla, and a single long bristle. (D) Each class of organ is
strongly multiplied in Brd1 homozygotes, though their general spatial organization is unaltered. (E) The pedicellar sensilla of the haltere
are small modi®ed campaniform sensilla which are arranged in regular rows in the wild type. (F) In Brd1 homozygotes, supernumerary
pedicellar sensilla severely disrupt the regularity of the pattern. (G) The dorsocentral region of the wild-type notum contains four reproduci-
bly positioned macrochaetes (arrows) and a regularly spaced array of microchaetes. (H) In Brd1 homozygotes, the characteristic Brd bristle
multiplication (tufting) phenotype can be seen at each dorsocentral macrochaete position, while the pattern of microchaetes is similar to
that of wild-type ¯ies. (I) In Brd3 heterozygotes, the bristle multiplication phenotype extends also to the microchaetes. Note the regions
of bristle tufting and the zones of increased bristle density, where adjacent bristles are separated by fewer epidermal cells than in the
wild-type pattern (G).
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TABLE 2 in wild-type ¯ies. There is a low frequency of unusual tufts
Bristle Multiplication and Loss at Macrochaete Positions in in Brd1 ¯ies in which multiple shafts protrude from a ring
Various Brd Genotypes of apparently fused sockets, though the stoichiometry of
sockets and shafts appears to be normal. This phenotype is
Brd1// Brd1/Brd1 Brd3// Brd3/Brd3 more frequent in Brd3 ¯ies and other stronger combinations
[n  80] [n  80] [n  20] [n  20]
of Brd alleles (data not shown). A similar effect has been
reported for occasional bristle tufts in N and Dl loss-of-Notum
PS 2.2 (1±6) 4.7 (1±9) 6.6 (4±9) 6.3 (2±9) function mutants.
aNP 2.0 (1±6) 4.1 (1±8) 4.2 (1±9) 5.0 (2±8) In order to determine if the multiplied clusters of sockets
pNP 1.4 (0±5) 2.6 (1±6) 2.2 (1±4) 4.0 (2±6) and shafts observed on the adult cuticle of Brd mutants are
aSA 1.0 (1±1) 1.9 (1±6) 6.3 (3±10) 0.3 (0±1) components of complete sensory organs, with accompa-
pSA 2.4 (1±5) 2.5 (0±4) 0.1 (0±1) 0.0 (0±0) nying neurons and thecogen cells, we analyzed the cellular
aPA 1.5 (1±5) 2.5 (1±6) 2.2 (1±4) 2.9 (1±7) composition of Brd sensilla with various cell type-speci®c
pPA 1.0 (1±2) 2.6 (1±8) 1.6 (1±4) 4.4 (2±5)
markers. mAb22C10 recognizes a cytoplasmic antigenDCa 4.9 (0±11) 6.0 (3±10) 5.5 (1±11) 2.0 (0±7)
which is expressed by all four bristle cells immediately fol-SCa 2.2 (2±4) 3.8 (2±7) 1.3 (2±4) 2.1 (1±7)
lowing the SOP divisions, and which subsequently remains
Head at high levels in the neuron and trichogen cells (Hartenstein
OCE 3.2 (1±6) 2.4 (0±6) 0.6 (0±1) 0.0 (0±0) and Posakony, 1989). mAb22C10 staining of wild-type pu-
PV 2.7 (1±8) 3.3 (1±7) 0.5 (0±1) 0.0 (0±0) pae at 24 hr APF (Fig. 2A; Fig. 3A) shows that at each macro-
chaete position there is a single bipolar neuron associatedNote. Shown are mean numbers of bristles appearing at the posi-
with the trichogen cell. The dendrite of the neuron extendstions of the listed macrochaetes in adult females [number of posi-
tions counted (n) is indicated at top]. Values in parentheses indicate directly to the base of the bristle shaft, and axons follow
the range in bristle number observed at each position. Macrochaete reproducible paths. Similarly, in Brd1 pupae at 24 hr APF,
positions are abbreviated as follows: PS, presutural; aNP/pNP, ante- single neurons are associated with each of the supernumer-
rior/posterior notopleural; aSA/pSA, anterior/posterior supra-alar; ary trichogen cells, as illustrated in the orbital and scutellar
aPA/pPA, anterior/posterior postalar; DC, dorsocentral; SC, scutel- regions (Fig. 2B). In the Brd1 mutant, the neurons are well
lar; OCE, ocellar; PV, postvertical. differentiated, with dendrites extending to the base of thea DC and SC numbers are given as the total for each heminotum,
shaft and all of the axons from a given position projecting indue to the dif®culty of assigning bristles in these regions unambigu-
the same direction in fasciculated bundles. Supernumeraryously to the anterior or posterior positions.
neurons are also present on the notum of Brd3 pupae, consis-
tent with the development of extra microchaetes in this
genotype (Fig. 3B). In this case, it is dif®cult to de®nitively
assign each neuron to a trichogen cell due to the high den-as Brd gain-of-function dosage increases (e.g., heterozygotes
to homozygotes), is a general theme in all Brd genotypes sity of stained cells.
The BarH1 homeodomain protein is expressed strongly(see Discussion and Fig. 10).
The multiplication of microchaetes is not unique to the in the nucleus of the thecogen cell and at lower levels in
the neuron, trichogen, and tormogen nuclei of developingBrd3 allele. Lesser effects are seen in Brd1 mutants, with a
number of Brd alleles generated by the excision of the P larval and adult sensilla (Higashijima et al., 1992). In wild-
type and Brd1 pupae, a single darkly stained thecogen nu-element associated with BrdP1, and in the combination of
Brd1 with second-site enhancers of the Brd phenotype (data cleus is seen adjacent to the faintly staining and enlarged
polyploid nuclei of the trichogen and tormogen cells of eachnot shown). Thus, microchaete patterning appears to be
quantitatively less sensitive than the patterning of other macrochaete (Figs. 2C±2E), and large numbers of BarH1-
positive cells are present on the Brd3 notum (Fig. 3D). Asensory organ classes to Brd-dependent interference. These
observations are consistent with the view expressed above second marker for thecogen cell differentiation is the anti-
gen detected by mAb21A6. This reagent stains the dendriticthat the Brd3 inversion causes a quantitative increase in
Brd gain-of-function activity, most likely by juxtaposing cap, which is produced by the thecogen cell and appears in
tissue as a dot near the base of the bristle shaft (Fig. 2F).Brd1 and novel cis-regulatory sequences that elevate its ex-
pression. Wild-type, Brd1, and Brd3 pupae were stained with this anti-
body at 36 hr APF. A single dot of mAb21A6 staining, re-
¯ecting the presence of a differentiated thecogen cell, can
Supernumerary Brd Bristles Are Complete Sensory be seen associated with each trichogen in wild-type and
Organs Brd1 pupae (Figs. 2F and 2G), and supernumerary dendritic
caps are present on the Brd3 notum (Figs. 3E and 3F).In general, the external cuticular projections (i.e., the
sockets and shafts) of the supernumerary Brd bristles appear We conclude that properly differentiated neurons and
thecogens are associated in the proper stoichiometry withmorphologically normal, and all bristles of a typical Brd
tuft display the same cuticular polarity, with their shafts the supernumerary trichogen and tormogen cells of Brd mu-
tants. The presence of a normal complement of cell types inpointing in the direction characteristic of their counterparts
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FIG. 2. Supernumerary Brd1 macrochaetes possess the normal complement of cell types. (A, B) mAb22C10 staining of the orbital
macrochaete region of wild-type (A) and Brd1 (B) pupae at 24 hr APF. In both genotypes, each macrochaete has a single bipolar neuron
(open arrowheads) associated with a trichogen cell (®lled arrowheads). Insets show this association in greater detail. Note that the multiple
neurons at each position in Brd1 (B) all project axons along the same path (arrow). (C, D) The dorsocentral region of 28 hr APF pupae
stained with anti-BarH1 antibody. A single intensely stained thecogen cell nucleus (arrowheads) is associated with each pair of more
weakly stained trichogen and tormogen cells in both wild-type dorsocentral macrochaetes (C) and their multiplied counterparts in Brd1
homozygotes (D). (E) The orbital region of a Brd1 pupal head further illustrates the association of a single BarH1-positive thecogen nucleus
(arrowhead) with each pair of shaft and socket cells. (F, G) mAb21A6 staining of the ocellar macrochaete position in wild-type (F) and
Brd1 (G) pupae at 36 hr APF. The dendritic cap, a product of the thecogen cell, appears as a single dot of staining at the base of the faintly
staining socket and shaft in wild-type pupae (F). Likewise in Brd1 pupae (G), each ocellar macrochaete exhibits a single dot of mAb21A6
staining.
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FIG. 3. Supernumerary Brd3 microchaetes possess the normal complement of cell types. (A, B) mAb22C10 staining of wild-type (A) and
Brd3 heterozygote (B) nota at 24 hr APF. In contrast to the regular array of single sensory neurons present in the wild type (A), the Brd3
notum exhibits large clusters of neurons (B). (C, D) Pupal nota at 28 hr APF stained with anti-BarH1 antibody. In the wild type (C), single
strongly stained thecogen cell nuclei are spaced regularly throughout the notum. In contrast, in Brd3 heterozygotes (D), closely spaced
groups of strongly stained cells re¯ect the presence of supernumerary microchaete thecogen cells. (E, F) mAb21A6 staining of pupal nota
at 36 hr APF con®rms the presence of supernumerary thecogen cells. In the wild type (E), microchaete dendritic caps appear as a regularly
spaced array of dots strongly stained by mAb21A6. In Brd3 heterozygotes (F), supernumerary stained dendritic caps appear in groups,
accompanied by the faint outline of multiplied clusters of other microchaete cells.
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each Brd bristle suggests that these extra, complete sensory opportunity to observe the appearance of SOP cells in a Brd
mutant proneural cluster.organs are the product of the normal development of super-
numerary SOPs. Brd3 A101/TM6B (Brd3 A101) and A101/TM6B (A101)
wing discs were isolated from crawling late third-instar lar-
vae [approximately 0±8 hr before puparium formation
(BPF)], white prepupae (0 hr), and pupae at every hour fromMultiple Proneural Cluster Cells Express
1±5 hr APF, and stained to reveal b-galactosidase activityMolecular Markers of SOP Commitment in Brd
(Fig. 5). We ®nd that A101-positive cells appear at the aSAMutants
site at essentially the same time in Brd3 A101 and A101
discs (Fig. 5 and Table 3). In both genotypes, A101-express-In order to test the hypothesis that supernumerary SOPs
appear in the proneural clusters of Brd mutants, we ana- ing cells are ®rst reliably detected at the aSA site at 2 hr
APF (the use of b-galactosidase activity staining delays de-lyzed the expression of early molecular markers of SOP
commitment in various Brd backgrounds. The proneural tection of A101 expression by approximately 1 hr relative
to anti-b-galactosidase antibody staining). With the excep-proteins ac and sc are expressed by all cells of the proneural
cluster, with distinctly higher levels in the presumptive tion of a single disc with two faint cells, A101 discs all
showed a single weakly staining cell at this position (Fig.SOP (Skeath and Carroll, 1991). A similar proneural cluster
expression pattern accompanied by SOP upregulation is ob- 5B). Some Brd3 discs at this stage have a single faintly posi-
tive cell (Fig. 5E), while others have two to three weaklyserved for the scabrous (sca) gene (Mlodzik et al., 1990), an
apparent direct target of activation by the proneural proteins staining cells. By 3 hr APF, all A101 and Brd3 A101 discs
have b-galactosidase-positive cells at the aSA position. A(Singson et al., 1994). A third SOP marker is the A101 en-
hancer-trap transposon insertion in the neuralized (neu) single cell is detectable at this time in A101 discs, while
Brd3 A101 discs have multiple adjacent A101-expressinggene (Bellen et al., 1989). Unlike ac/sc and sca, A101 is
expressed exclusively by the developing SOP and not by the cells (Table 3). Finally, at 4 and 5 hr APF, A101 discs still
show a single staining cell (Fig. 5C), while Brd3 A101 discsother cells of the proneural cluster (Huang et al., 1991).
A101 expression is dependent on ac/sc function, and is a have clusters of A101-positive cells (Fig. 5F). Many of these
clusters contain a mixture of strongly and weakly stainingslightly later marker of SOP speci®cation than the upregula-
tion of the ac/sc products in the SOP. cells. The average number of A101-expressing cells per aSA
cluster in 4 hr APF discs (Table 3) is approximately themAb990EF1 was used to detect the expression of ac in
wing discs from wild-type and Brd1 late third-instar larvae. same as the number of SOPs expected from the number of
bristles observed on the adult cuticle.In the proneural clusters of the wild-type discs, single
strongly staining nuclei can be seen at the positions of the
presumptive SOPs (Fig. 4A). In contrast, in Brd1 discs, multi-
Brd Mutants Exhibit Defects in Cell Fateple intensely staining nuclei are reproducibly observed
Speci®cation in the Bristle Lineagewithin the same proneural cluster, most notably in the clus-
ters corresponding to the dorsocentral, posterior supra-alar, In addition to bristle multiplication, Brd mutant ¯ies also
exhibit defects in sensory organ cell differentiation, whichand notopleural macrochaetes (Fig. 4B). The pattern of sca
expression was examined both with the sca enhancer trap is manifest principally as bristle loss (see Table 2). Brd1 ¯ies
exhibit a high frequency of anterior orbital loss and lowinsertion A2-6 (Figs. 4C and 4D) and by in situ hybridization
using a sca RNA probe (data not shown). Both analyses frequencies of ocellar and posterior supra-alar loss. Brd3 het-
erozygotes show a marked increase in ocellar, postvertical,reveal that in Brd mutant backgrounds, supernumerary
proneural cluster cells express sca at the high levels charac- and anterior dorsocentral bristle loss compared to Brd1, and
posterior supra-alar macrochaetes are essentially alwaysteristic of presumptive SOP cells (Figs. 4C and 4D). Finally,
many extra A101-positive SOP cells are observed in the missing. In addition, the campaniform sensilla of the third
longitudinal vein of the wing are frequently missing, andwing disc at sites of Brd bristle multiplication (see Fig. 5).
We used A101 expression to analyze quantitatively the there is considerable loss of the postorbital microchaetes.
Brd3 homozygotes exhibit nearly complete loss of the ocel-temporal pattern of SOP speci®cation in selected proneural
clusters of wild-type and Brd mutant wing discs (Fig. 5 and lar and postvertical macrochaetes, frequent loss of dorsocen-
tral bristles, large territories of microchaete loss on the no-Table 3). The SOPs for the anterior supra-alar (aSA) and
posterior post-alar (pPA) macrochaetes become A101-posi- tum and head (Fig. 6C), and a strong reduction in the num-
ber of stout mechanosensory bristles on the anterior wingtive (by anti-b-galactosidase staining) at 1 hr APF (Huang
et al., 1991). These SOPs do not divide for several hours, so margin.
The reliably high frequency of bristle loss in Brd3 ¯iesthat a single A101-expressing cell is present at these posi-
tions in wild-type discs from 1±5 hr APF. The aSA bristle has enabled us to analyze the developmental basis of this
defect using cell-speci®c markers. The A101 enhancer trapis consistently multiplied in Brd3 A101/TM6B adults; in
100 ¯ies scored, we observed an average of 5.0 bristles/aSA insertion is a general sensory organ cell marker and is ex-
pressed at roughly equal levels by all four bristle cells forsite, with no individual having fewer than three bristles at
this position. Thus, the aSA position offers an excellent an extended period following the precursor divisions. We
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examined A101 expression at positions of bristle loss on cursor cell to the pIIb fate, with each pIIb cell yielding a
neuron and a thecogen cell as in the wild type (Fig. 8).the head of Brd3 pupae (i.e., the ocellar and postvertical
macrochaetes and the microchaetes anterior to the ocelli)
and found that at each position large clusters of A101-posi-
Brd Phenotypes Are Enhanced by Mutations attive cells are present (Figs. 7A and 7B). However, at the
Several Loci and Suppressed by H
ocellar macrochaete position, all A101-expressing cells pos-
We have investigated whether Brd gain-of-function muta-sess the small nuclei typical of the neuron and thecogen
tions exhibit dosage-sensitive phenotypic interactions withsister cells and not the larger polyploid nuclei typical of
other mutations affecting adult sensory organ development.the trichogen and tormogen cells (Fig. 7B). Furthermore,
Speci®cally, we have compared the phenotype of Brd1 het-expression of the enhancer trap marker A1-2-29, which is
erozygotes with that of double heterozygotes carrying Brd1observed speci®cally in the trichogen and tormogen cells of
and representative null mutations of Dl, N, Su(H), thewild-type bristles (Fig. 7C), is not detectable in the ocellar
E(spl)-C, neu, mam, big brain (bib), shaggy (sgg), sca, H, andmacrochaete region of Brd3 homozygotes (Fig. 7D). This is
the achaete±scute complex (AS-C). Strong enhancement ofconsistent with the failure of the differentiated products of
the Brd phenotype was observed with null mutations of Nthese cells (the shaft and socket) to appear on the cuticle of
and neu only, while H nulls have a strong suppressive effectadult ¯ies of this genotype (Fig. 6C).
on the Brd phenotype.To further establish the identity of the A101-positive cells
Transheterozygotes of Brd1 and neu nulls exhibit a sen-present at positions of bristle loss, we probed the heads of
sory organ multiplication phenotype comparable to that ofBrd3 pupae with mAb22C10, mAb21A6, and the anti-BarH1
Brd1 homozygotes. This interaction has been observed withantibody; as described above, these reagents are useful for
neu9L119, neuIF65, and an allele isolated in our lab, neuIP-1.the detection of the neuron and thecogen cell fates. In the
The bristle loss phenotype of Brd3 is also enhanced by neuocellar macrochaete region of Brd3 homozygotes, a cluster
loss-of-function mutations, including neuA101. Null muta-of 22C10-positive cells projects a thick axonal tract clearly
tions at the N locus behave similarly to neu nulls, enhanc-composed of multiple axons (Figs. 7E and 7F). Similarly, at
ing both the bristle multiplication phenotypes of the Brd1each of the sites of microchaete loss on the head, clusters
and Brd3 alleles, and the bristle loss phenotype of Brd3. Theof cells strongly stained with mAb22C10 are present (Figs.
N55e11 allele and the de®ciency Df(1)N-81k1 produce similar7G and 7H). Consistent with this characteristically neu-
effects. Conversely, the presence of three doses of wild-typeronal level of 22C10 reactivity, many of the cells in the
N function in a ¯y carrying a N/ duplication on the secondmicrochaete region possess axons and nearly all have small
chromosome causes a strong suppression of Brd bristle mul-
cytoplasmic bulges which may represent rudimentary den-
tiplication phenotypes. For example, an extra dose of N/
drites (Fig. 7H). In both regions, it is dif®cult to assess if all
converts the strong microchaete tufting phenotype on the
of the strongly labeled cells are elaborating axons. However, notum of Brd3 heterozygotes to an increased density pheno-
there are clearly no large trichogen-like 22C10-positive type (Fig. 9).
cells, consistent with the A101 and A1-2-29 results. Theco- Although Brd phenotypes are not strongly affected by het-
gen cell differentiation is also apparent in regions of bristle erozygosity for de®ciencies (DlX43 ) or strong loss-of-function
loss in Brd3 homozygotes. Clusters of BarH1-positive cells, point mutations (Dl9P39 ) of the Dl locus, we have isolated
containing an approximately equal mixture of strongly and a new Dl allele, DlCS, which strongly enhances Brd bristle
weakly labeled cells (thecogens and neurons, respectively), multiplication. This allele was induced on a Brd1 chromo-
are observed (Figs. 7I and 7J). Similarly, mAb21A6 staining some during an X-ray mutagenesis aimed at isolating Brd
reveals that the differentiated product of the thecogen cell, loss-of-function mutations. Transheterozygotes of Brd1 and
the dendritic cap, appears in numbers approximately equal DlCS display a marked increase in the degree of multiplica-
to the number of strongly 22C10-positive cells (Figs. 7K and tion of the anterior dorsocentral, posterior supra-alar, and
7L). Both of these results suggest that the clusters of small- notopleural macrochaetes, as well as of the campaniform
nucleus, A101-positive, A1-2-29-negative cells observed at sensilla of the third longitudinal wing vein. DlCS is homozy-
positions of bristle loss (Figs. 7A±7D) consist of neurons gous lethal and behaves as a typical Dl hypomorph in some
and thecogen cells in comparable numbers. genetic tests (M. Muskavitch, personal communication),
We conclude that bristle loss in Brd3 ¯ies does not stem but is apparently unique in its enhancement of Brd. It also
from a failure to generate cells of the sensory organ lineage. exhibits an unusual interaction in a double heterozygote
Rather, we believe our results indicate that SOP multiplica- with N null mutations, generating severely thickened wing
tion occurs ®rst, and that this is followed by the normal veins.
number of divisions of each SOP cell, generating four prog- Mutations in two potentially novel loci have also been
eny cells per SOP. However, there is a failure of proper cell isolated as dominant enhancers of the Brd1 phenotype. The
fate speci®cation in this lineage, and all sensillum cells Dense (Dns) mutation was recovered in an EMS mutagene-
develop as neurons and thecogens. The approximately equal sis of Brd1 ¯ies. Dns is a dominant mutation on the second
numbers of these two cell types suggest that the primary chromosome which exhibits bristle multiplication pheno-
types independently of Brd. Dns heterozygotes exhibit alineage defect is a transformation of the pIIa secondary pre-
Copyright q 1996 by Academic Press, Inc. All rights of reproduction in any form reserved.
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TABLE 3
Temporal Pattern of Appearance of SOPs at the Anterior Supra-alar Macrochaete Position in Pupal Wing Discs
0 hr APF 1 hr APF 2 hr APF 3 hr APF 4 hr APF
A101 0.0 (n  10) 0.1 (n  10) 1.1 (n  11) 1.0 (n  11) 1.0 (n  10)
Brd 3 A101 0.1 (n  10) 0.1 (n  10) 1.4 (n  10) 4.6 (n  10) 6.3 (n  9)
Note. Shown are mean numbers of b-galactosidase-positive (A101-expressing) cells in the proneural cluster for the anterior supra-alar
(aSA) macrochaete, averaged over the number of wing discs indicated in parentheses.
signi®cant increase in the density of abdominal micro- on the third chromosome. E(Brd)M10 heterozygotes are
wild type in phenotype, and a recessive lethal mutation haschaetes and mild increases in the numbers of several other
sensillum classes, including head microchaetes and the not yet been separated from the enhancing mutation. Flies
doubly heterozygous for Brd1 and E(Brd)M10 display a sen-bristles of the anterior wing margin. The macrochaetes are
rarely affected. Dns is homozygous viable, and these ani- sory organ multiplication phenotype nearly as strong as that
of Brd1 homozygotes. This mutation appears to enhancemals exhibit a further increase in abdominal microchaete
density and an increase in the still low frequency of bristle Brd1 activity in the eye, as ¯ies of the genotype Brd1
neuIP-1/Brd1 E(Brd)M10 have roughened eyes. This genotypeduplication or tufting. In addition, the orbital macrochaetes
on the head and the vibrissae are multiplied, producing a also produces microchaete multiplication on the notum and
abdomen, as well as increased bristle loss at the ocellar andweak Brd-like phenotype.
Dns was isolated on the basis of its strong enhancement postvertical macrochaete positions.
of the Brd1 phenotype. There is a strong synergistic interac-
tion between Dns and Brd1, as double heterozygotes exhibit
Loss-of-function Mutations of H and the AS-C Area macrochaete multiplication phenotype generally equal to
Epistatic to Brdor even stronger than Brd1 homozygotes. At some macro-
chaete positions, Dns±Brd combinations display 15±20 We have found that loss-of-function mutations of H are
potent dominant suppressors of Brd sensillum multiplica-tightly clustered sensilla. In addition, Brd1 strongly en-
hances the abdominal bristle multiplication of Dns, produc- tion, and that the bristle loss phenotype of H is epistatic to
Brd bristle multiplication. Thus, sensory organs which areing extensive bristle tufting. Flies heterozygous for Dns and
homozygous for Brd1 often have large patches of contiguous absent in H ¯ies (e.g., H2/HC23) and regularly multiplied in
Brd ¯ies (e.g., Brd3 ), are absent in the double mutants. Hbristles on the abdominal tergites, in conjunction with areas
of bristle loss. The cellular basis of this loss has not been also causes an overall reduction in the degree of Brd bristle
multiplication at sites not detectably affected by the corre-investigated, but it is likely that (as with Brd alone) it repre-
sents a defect in cell fate speci®cation in the bristle lineage. sponding H genotype on its own. This re¯ects a differential
sensitivity to H function within a cluster of supernumeraryThe E(Brd)M10 mutation is a dominant enhancer of Brd1
that was isolated in a Brd X-ray reversion mutagenesis. The Brd bristles, as some sensilla of the cluster differentiate
while the development of others is suppressed.Brd-enhancing effect maps to the th±cu interval (44.0±50.0)
FIG. 6. The Brd bristle loss phenotype. Scanning electron micrographs of the dorsal aspect of adult heads of wild-type (A), Brd3// (B),
and Brd3/Brd3 (C) ¯ies. Anterior is to the top. Arrow in (A) points to an ocellar macrochaete; arrowheads indicate anterior head microchaetes.
Note the absence of the ocellar macrochaetes and the presence of only a few microchaetes in the region anterior to the ocelli in the Brd3
homozygotes (C), in contrast to the wild-type pattern (A) and the ®eld of multiplied anterior microchaetes in Brd3 heterozygotes (B).
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We have also tested whether the Brd phenotype requires ®nd that complete loss of Brd function has no apparent
effect on the viability or external phenotypes of the adultthe function of the proneural genes ac and sc. Brd1 and Brd3
males carrying the sc10-1 mutation, which inactivates both ¯y; moreover, the bristles of Brd null ¯ies possess the nor-
mal complement of cell types (data not shown).ac and sc, exhibit the sc10-1 phenotype of bristle loss. This
epistatic relationship does not, however, translate into de-
tectable dosage-sensitive interactions between Brd and the
AS-C. No signi®cant decrease in the overall degree of Brd DISCUSSION
bristle multiplication is observed in Brd1 females heterozy-
gous for sc10-1 or for a de®ciency of the AS-C [Df(1)260-1].
Brd Gain-of-Function Alleles Interfere with
Alternative Cell Fate Decisions in Adult Sensory
Organ DevelopmentFlies Carrying Null Mutations in Brd Are Viable
and Phenotypically Wild Type
We have shown here that gain-of-function (hypermorphic)
alleles of the Brd locus interfere with at least two steps inIn an attempt to isolate loss-of-function mutations of the
Brd gene, we carried out mutagenesis screens for phenotypic the development of adult sensory organsÐthe restriction
of the SOP cell fate to a single cell within each proneuralrevertants of both Brd1 and Brd3. Four fertile, EMS-induced,
cytologically normal revertant alleles were isolated (three cluster, and the speci®cation of cell fates within the sensory
organ lineage. Thus, the Brd bristle multiplication pheno-of Brd1 and one of Brd3; Table 1) that as heterozygotes show
no evidence of the Brd bristle multiplication phenotype. type results from the development of supernumerary SOPs,
while the bristle loss phenotype results from the expressionThree of these are homozygous viable, and all are viable
in trans to a large de®ciency encompassing the Brd locus of the thecogen and neuron cell fates at the expense of the
trichogen (shaft) and tormogen (socket) fates.[Df(3L)Brd12 (70D-E; 71A1-2)]. Adults of any of these geno-
types exhibit no external mutant phenotypes. Phenotypic The adult phenotypes and developmental cell fate defects
we observe in Brd mutants bear a striking similarity torevertants of Brd1 were also isolated by mobilization of the
P element associated with BrdP1. BrdP1 was recovered in a those associated with loss-of-function mutations in ``neuro-
genic'' genesÐspeci®cally, the genes of the N cell±cell sig-P element mutagenesis of the Brd1 chromosome; it exhibits
a partially suppressed Brd phenotype due to the insertion naling pathway, including N (Hartenstein and Posakony,
1990; Shellenbarger and Mohler, 1978), Dl (Dietrich andof a defective P transposon approximately 120 bp upstream
of the Brd transcription start site (M. W. Leviten and J. W. Campos-Ortega, 1984; Parks and Muskavitch, 1993), Su(H)
(Schweisguth, 1995; Schweisguth and Posakony, 1992,Posakony, in preparation). By exposing the BrdP1 chromo-
some to a source of P transposase, we have generated a large 1994), and the E(spl)-C (Tata and Hartley, 1995). For exam-
ple, temperature-sensitive Dl alleles have been shown tonumber of Brd phenotypic revertants that are homozygous
viable and phenotypically wild type in trans to Df(3L)Brd12 confer both bristle multiplication and bristle loss pheno-
types with the same cellular bases as those described here(Table 1). Our molecular analysis of the Brd locus (M. W.
Leviten and J. W. Posakony, in preparation) has revealed for Brd (Dietrich and Campos-Ortega, 1984; Parks and
Muskavitch, 1993). In addition, we have found that Brdthat at least one of these homozygous viable P element-
derived revertants, BrdPrv1, is a physical deletion of the Brd mutant phenotypes are enhanced by reduction of the dosage
of at least two neurogenic genes, N and neu, and suppressedtranscription unit and additional ¯anking sequences. We
FIG. 7. Neurons and thecogen cells, but not trichogens and tormogens, differentiate at positions of bristle loss in Brd3 homozygotes. (A, B)
A101 expression in the dorsal heads of 24 hr APF pupae of the genotypes A101// (A) and Brd3 A101/Brd3 / (B). A101 is expressed in all four
bristle cells of both macrochaetes and microchaetes (arrows in A). Large numbers of A101-positive cells are present at positions of bristle loss
in the Brd3 homozygotes (arrows in B). (C, D) The A1-2-29 enhancer trap insertion is expressed speci®cally in the trichogen and tormogen cells
of the ocellar macrochaetes in A1-2-29/A1-2-29 pupae (arrow in C), while no expression is detected at this position in A1-2-29/A1-2-29; Brd3/
Brd3 pupae (D), indicating a failure of trichogen and tormogen cell differentiation. (E±H) mAb22C10 staining of the heads of wild-type (E, G)
and Brd3 homozygous (F, H) pupae at 26 hr APF. In the wild type, mAb22C10 strongly stains the neuron and trichogen of the ocellar macrochaetes
(arrow in E), and the developing shaft of the ocellar bristle is clearly evident. In Brd3/Brd3 pupae, large clusters of 22C10-positive cells (arrow)
are present at the positions of the ocellar macrochaetes (F). These clusters are devoid of large shaft-bearing trichogen cells, and many axons
and rudimentary dendrites are present, indicative of neuronal differentiation. Similarly, clusters of cells with axons and dendrites appear at
positions of microchaete loss (anterior to the ocellar macrochaetes; see Fig. 6C) in Brd3 homozygotes (H), in contrast to the single neuronal
cell (arrow) associated with each head microchaete in wild-type pupae (G). Anti-BarH1 staining of the ocellar region of Brd3 homozygotes (I)
reveals that the clusters of 22C10-positive cells in this region (F) include both strongly BarH1-positive cells (thecogens) and an approximately
equal number of weakly labeled cells (neurons). Multiple dots of mAb21A6 staining are also observed in Brd3 ocellar clusters (J), providing
further evidence of thecogen cell differentiation. Similarly, intensely staining BarH1-positive cells (K) and multiple dots of mAb21A6 staining
(L) are observed in regions (e.g., anterior to the ocellar macrochaetes) exhibiting head microchaete loss in Brd3 homozygotes, demonstrating
the differentiation of thecogen cells in these regions as well.
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FIG. 9. One extra dose of N/ activity converts the bristle tufting phenotype of Brd3 heterozygotes to an increased bristle density phenotype.
Shown are nota of adult females of the genotypes Brd3// (A) and SM1, Cy Dp(1;2)w/51b7//; Brd3// (B). Note the high frequency of tufted
microchaetes in (A) and the prevalence of closely spaced individual microchaetes in (B).
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indicates that the speci®cation of a limited number of SOP
cells from among a larger group of cells with this potential
is a widespread feature of adult PNS development in Dro-
sophila. Speci®c aspects of the Brd sensory organ multipli-
cation phenotype have, we believe, important implications
for understanding the inhibitory signaling events that re-
strict the expression of the SOP cell fate.
The bristle multiplication phenotypes conferred by Brd
gain-of-function alleles resemble those previously described
for N, Dl, and shibire (shi) mutants (Dietrich and Campos-
Ortega, 1984; Hartenstein and Posakony, 1990; Parks and
Muskavitch, 1993; Poodry, 1990; Shellenbarger and Mohler,
1978). Most notably, large clusters of bristles are present
at sites normally occupied by single macrochaetes. In Dl
mutants, tufts of 20±30 bristles are present at some macro-
chaete positions (Parks and Muskavitch, 1993). This is ap-
proximately the total number of ac/sc-expressing cells in
the corresponding proneural clusters (Cubas et al., 1991;
Skeath and Carroll, 1991). Thus, in contrast to the proposal
that inhibitory signaling represses the SOP fate in only the
6±7 cells immediately adjacent to the presumptive SOP
(Simpson and Carteret, 1990), it has been argued that all
cells of at least some proneural clusters can adopt the SOP
fate and are subject to Dl-mediated inhibition (Parks and
Muskavitch, 1993). Similarly, Brd gain-of-function mutants
FIG. 8. Model for the generation of bristle multiplication and bris- regularly display 8±10 bristles at certain positions and, in
tle loss phenotypes in Brd gain-of-function mutants. (A) During combination with various phenotypic enhancers, 15±20
normal development, lateral inhibitory signaling (horizontal arrow) bristles. These results suggest that Brd interferes with in-
ensures that a single SOP is selected within the proneural cluster. hibitory signaling throughout the proneural cluster, consis-
The SOP (primary precursor or pI) divides to give rise to the second- tent with the proneural cluster pattern of accumulation of
ary precursors pIIa and pIIb. pIIa divides ®rst, producing the tormo-
Brd transcripts in the wing imaginal disc (M. W. Levitengen and trichogen cells; pIIb then divides to generate the thecogen
and J. W. Posakony, in preparation; Singson et al., 1994).cell and neuron. (B) In Brd mutants, the partial failure of inhibitory
However, the level of interference is apparently insuf®cientsignaling during SOP speci®cation results in the determination of
in some cells to cause the adoption of the SOP fate, sincesupernumerary SOPs; these execute a normal lineage, generating
a tuft of complete sensory organs (bristle multiplication). (C) At the strongest Brd multiplication phenotypes are weaker
positions of bristle loss in Brd mutants, interference with inhibi- than the strongest Dl effects.
tory signaling in the proneural cluster yields supernumerary SOPs. In addition to macrochaete multiplication, mutations in
Subsequent failure of inhibitory signaling in the SOP lineage causes N, Dl, and Brd exhibit a common set of effects on the pat-
both progeny of each SOP to adopt the pIIb fate; these divide to tern of the regularly spaced arrays of microchaetes on the
generate clusters consisting of equal numbers of neurons and theco- notum, legs, and abdomen. As the severity of the mutation
gens.
at each locus increases, there is a progression from an in-
creased bristle density phenotype (in which there is an over-
all increase in bristle number with adjacent microchaetes
both by an increased level of N/ activity and by reduction separated by fewer than normal epidermal cells), to the gen-
of the function of H, a negative regulator of N signaling. eration of bristle tufts, to the appearance of broad zones of
Taking all of these observations into consideration, we be- contiguous bristles. An important quantitative feature of
lieve it is most likely that Brd gain-of-function mutations this pattern progression in Brd mutants is that, while the
interfere with the cell±cell signaling events, mediated by overall bristle/epidermal cell ratio increases as the pheno-
the N pathway, that control both the SOP/epidermal cell type proceeds from increased density to tufting, the adjacent
fate decision within proneural clusters and the expression of tufts of microchaetes in the latter phenotype are separated
alternative cell fates by daughter cells in the bristle lineage by approximately the same number of epidermal cells as
(Posakony, 1994). adjacent single bristles in the former condition. Thus, in
the experiment shown in Fig. 9, adjacent tufts of bristles
Brd Sensory Organ Multiplication and Inhibitory (Fig. 9A) are separated by an average of 2.3 epidermal cells
Signaling within the Proneural Cluster (n  55), while the single bristles present in the increased
density case (Fig. 9B) are an average of 2.5 epidermal cellsOur ®nding that Brd gain-of-function mutations cause
the multiplication of a wide variety of sensory organ types apart (n  81).
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tle lineage at the expense of the trichogen and tormogen
cell fates. The simplest interpretation of this effect is that it
represents a transformation of the fate of the pIIa secondary
precursor cell (which normally gives rise to the trichogen
and tormogen) to the pIIb secondary precursor cell fate, with
each pIIb cell in the mutant lineage subsequently yielding
a neuron and thecogen as usual (Fig. 8). This could conceiv-
ably result from an effect of the Brd mutation on the distri-
bution of a factor such as the numb protein, which is nor-
mally segregated asymmetrically from the SOP to one of
the two secondary precursors, thus directing these cells to
distinct fates (Rhyu et al., 1994). However, because of the
effect of Brd on SOP speci®cation in the proneural clusters,FIG. 10. Progression of microchaete multiplication phenotypes
a decision in which numb apparently has no role, we favorobserved in Brd mutants of increasing severity. (A) On a wild-
type notum, single microchaetes (®lled circles) are separated by instead the unitary model described above; namely, that
approximately ®ve epidermal cells (open circles). The ratio of bris- Brd gain-of-function mutations interfere with inhibitory
tles to epidermal cells (br:epi) is shown at right. (B) In weak Brd cell±cell signaling mediated by the neurogenic genes suc-
mutants, or in strong mutants in the presence of second site sup- cessively in the proneural clusters and in the SOP lineage
pressors (e.g., extra doses of N/; see Fig. 9), there is an increased (Posakony, 1994).
density of microchaetes with adjacent microchaetes separated by Our interpretation that Brd makes the SOP division fate-approximately two epidermal cells. (C) In stronger Brd genotypes,
symmetric while not apparently affecting the asymmetrysmall tufts of bristles appear, with adjacent tufts likewise being
of the pIIb division (Fig. 8) is consistent with previous dataseparated by approximately two epidermal cells. Finally, in the
indicating a differential sensitivity of the three asymmetricmost severe bristle multiplication genotypes, contiguous stretches
cell divisions in the bristle lineage to changes in the activityof bristles develop (D). See text for discussion.
of genes involved in cell±cell signaling (Bang et al., 1991;
Bang and Posakony, 1992; Parks and Muskavitch, 1993; Po-
sakony, 1994). For example, partial loss of Dl function also
To account for these phenotypic observations, we propose
causes the appearance of neurons and thecogens at the ex-
the following model of inhibitory signaling within the con-
pense of trichogens and tormogens, but a more severe loss
tinuous proneural territories that give rise to an anterior±
of Dl activity causes all four progeny of the SOP to differen-
posterior row of microchaetes on the adult notum (Fig. 10).
tiate as neurons (Parks and Muskavitch, 1993). We predict
When inhibitory signaling in this quasi-linear ®eld is mini-
that stronger Brd effects than those studied here would like-
mally reduced (as in weak Brd genotypes), the cells furthest wise result in a complete loss of cell fate asymmetry in the
from a presumptive normal SOP also adopt the SOP fate
bristle lineage.
and prevent immediately adjacent cells from becoming
SOPs. This generates a row of well-spaced single sensilla
with increased density (Fig. 10B). As the effectiveness of Does Brd Normally Play a Role in Adult Sensory
inhibitory signaling is further decreased (as in stronger Brd Organ Development?
genotypes), bristle tufts are generated as normal presump-
All of the mutant phenotypes associated thus far with
tive SOPs fail to inhibit the cells immediately surrounding
the Brd locus are generated by a group of gain-of-function
them (Fig. 10C). Nevertheless, the tufts are not continuous,
alleles that have been derived from a single original muta-
but rather separated by epidermal cells. We suggest that,
tion, Brd1. Our genetic and molecular analyses (M. W. Levi-
despite the overall reduction in signaling effectiveness, the
ten and J. W. Posakony, in preparation) suggest that these
small clusters of cells committed to the SOP fate suppress
alleles represent a hypermorphic state of the gene. Though
the SOP potential of cells further from the cluster centers
hyperactivity of Brd clearly causes a speci®c and coherent
(i.e., those that became SOPs in the increased density phe- set of cell fate defects in adult PNS development, this is
notype; Fig. 10B), presumably because the cells between
not conclusive evidence for the normal function of the gene.
the clusters are now directly apposed to presumptive SOPs.
Accordingly, we attempted to determine if Brd normally
Finally, as interference with the effectiveness of inhibitory
plays a role in sensory organ development by isolating Brd
signaling becomes maximal, even the cells intervening be-
loss-of-function mutations. We have found that Brd null
tween the tufts cannot be inhibited successfully, and con-
mutations, including molecularly characterized deletions of
tinuous anterior±posterior zones of bristles arise (Fig. 10D).
the locus, are homozygous viable and exhibit no obvious
mutant phenotypes. While it is possible that Brd is simply
Brd Appears to Prevent the Speci®cation of an expendable function, other evidence suggests that Brd
Distinct Secondary Precursor Cell Fates does act normally in adult neurogenesis and that function-
ally overlapping genes may exist. First, Brd is expressedThe Brd bristle loss phenotype appears to result from the
expression of the neuron and thecogen cell fates in the bris- speci®cally in wing disc proneural clusters as a direct target
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fate by negatively regulating the activity of the Notch signalingof activation by the proneural proteins ac and sc, and in the
pathway. Dev. Biol. 172, 479 ±494.developing retina (another site of N pathway-mediated cell
Bang, A. G., Hartenstein, V., and Posakony, J. W. (1991). Hairlesssignaling) under distinct transcriptional regulation (Singson
is required for the development of adult sensory organ precursoret al., 1994). Second, we have observed that the predicted
cells in Drosophila. Development 111, 89±104.protein product of the m4 transcription unit of the E(spl)-
Bang, A. G., and Posakony, J. W. (1992). The Drosophila gene Hair-
C, the function of which is unknown, is related to the Brd less encodes a novel basic protein that controls alternative cell
protein (M. W. Leviten and J. W. Posakony, in preparation). fates in adult sensory organ development. Genes Dev. 6, 1752±
E(spl)m4 is coexpressed with Brd in the proneural clusters 1769.
of the wing disc under both ac-sc and N pathway control Bellen, H. J., O'Kane, C. J., Wilson, C., Grossniklaus, U., Pearson,
(Bailey and Posakony, 1995; Singson et al., 1994) and may R. K., and Gehring, W. J. (1989). P-element-mediated enhancer
detection: A versatile method to study development in Drosoph-thus have an overlapping function. For example, the two
ila. Genes Dev. 3, 1288±1300.genes might be involved in the quantitative balancing of
Bier, E., VaÈessin, H., Shepherd, S., Lee, K., McCall, K., Barbel, S.,the activity of the N pathway.
Ackerman, L., Carretto, R., Uemura, T., Grell, E., Jan, L. Y.,If the hypermorphic phenotype described here is an accu-
and Jan, Y. N. (1989). Searching for pattern and mutation in therate indicator of the normal developmental function of the
Drosophila genome with a P-lacZ vector. Genes Dev. 3, 1273±
gene, then it appears that Brd, like H, acts in cell fate deci- 1287.
sions oppositely to the genes of the N cell±cell signaling Boulianne, G. L., de la Concha, A., Campos-Ortega, J. A., Jan, L. Y.,
pathway. However, it is also possible that Brd normally and Jan, Y. N. (1991). The Drosophila neurogenic gene neuralized
acts in concert with these genes, but that its hyperactivity encodes a novel protein and is expressed in precursors of larval
interferes with their function. Genetic, molecular, and bio- and adult neurons. EMBO J. 10, 2975±2983.
chemical studies aimed at resolving these issues are in prog- Brou, C., Logeat, F., Lecourtois, M., Vandekerckhove, J., Kourilsky,
P., Schweisguth, F., and Israel, A. (1994). Inhibition of the DNA-ress.
binding activity of Drosophila Suppressor of Hairless and of its
human homolog, KBF2/RBP-Jk, by direct protein±protein inter-
action with Drosophila Hairless. Genes Dev. 8, 2491±2503.
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